
AMBIANCE PANEL FINISHES

The Ambiance acoustic wall 
panel offers exceptional 
performance and great value 
for money. 
The Ambiance range is manufacture from a 
40mm Glass Wool core that is Class 0 / EN 
Class 1 fire rated faced with industry leading 
acoustic fabrics. It is a Class A acoustic 
product that is impact resistant and easy 
to install. Affix to the wall using impaling 
clips, z bars and or adhesive. The Ambiance 
wall panel is available in over 200 fabrics 
to ensure your acoustic wall treatment 
matches your interior. They are hand cut 
and wrapped for the highest quality

DATA
FIRE SPECIFICATION
BS 478: PART 6: 1989+A1:2009 (17.4)

BS476: PART 7: 1997 (CLASS 1)

BS476: CLASS 0 CORE

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS
2400mm x 1200mm x 40mm

COMPOSITION
GLASS WOOL CORE / FABRIC / EDGE 
PROTECTOR

DENSITY
4KG/M2

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
CLASS A - Test Reports Avaliable On Request

CUTTING TOLERANCE
Cutting Tolerance 2%.

Ambiance panels are finished in industry leading fabrics. The selection below is just a few of the 
example fabric ranges available. Please contact the sales team for the colour options available in each 
range. 

Cara

King L

Lucia

Rustico

Blazer Light

Roccia

Synergy Blazer Bondi Radio

SHAPES

INSTALLATION
The Ambiance panel can be installed using stick pins, Z Bars, contact adhesive and or tube adhesive. 
Choose the best method for your project but ensure you consult a professional before installing. The 
Ambiance panel is the go to option if panel need to be removed after use. The Z Bar and Stick Pin 
option allows the user to easily remove the panel from the wall.

Choose from a standard range of shapes or create your own. Create bespoke designs to suit your 
project. 
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AREA OF APPLICATION: WALLS

- Impact resistant and highly durable

- Ridged with straight lines

- Available in over 200 colours 

- Class A acoustic rating direct fix 

- A great solution for low – mid frequency issues

- High fire performance perfect for interiors 

- Panels can be cut to size to suit your project 

- Panels are hand wrapped for a high-quality finish

- Streamline 40mm profile 
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